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Abstract 
Ko, M.T. and Y.T. Ching, Linear time algorithms for the weighted tailored Z-partition problem and the 
weighted 2-center problem under [_-distance, Discrete Applied Mathematics 40 (1992) 397410. 
In this paper, the weighted tailored 2-partition problem and the weighted 2-center problem under 
/_-distance are considered. An 0(2dm’dn) algorithm to solve the weighted tailored 2-partition 
problem and an O(dz,n + $.log*d) time algorithm to solve the weighted 2-center problem in the d- 
dimensional case are presented. 
1. Introduction 
In the weighted 2-center problem and the weighted tailored 2-partition problem 
under I,-distance, a set P of demand points with positive weights is given, and we 
are asked to find two service points satisfying certain criteria depending on the I,- 
distance. In this paper, the given demand point set is denoted by P= (pl,pz, . . . ,p,}, 
where pi is with weight Wi, i= 1, . . . , n. The coordinate of a point p in d-dimensional 
space is denoted by (p’,p2 , . . . ,pd). In particular, in the 2-dimensional space, it is 
denoted by ($,py), and in the l-dimensional case we use p as the coordinate of 
demand point p without ambiguity. The I,-distance between two points p and q, 
I,(p,q) is max{Ip’-q’lIi=1,2,...,d}. Let C={c,,...,c,} be a set of service 
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points. Let the &-distance of a point p to a set C, denoted by l,(p, C), be 
min{I,(p,cj)]i=l,2 ,..., m]. We say the demand point pi is serviced by C within r 
if Wi* I,(pi, C)<r. For a service point c and a number r, if ‘wi. lpf - ckl or, we say 
pi is serviced by c within r in the kth direction. Let D(c, r) = {pi E P 1 wi. f,(p,, c) 5 r}, 
denote the set of demand points serviced by service point c within r in all directions. 
The m-center problem is to find the minimum r such that there exist m service 
points cl, c2, . . . , c, with U,y=, D(Cj,r) =P. The minimum r, denoted by r* 
throughout the paper, is called the m-radius of the demand point set. A set of m 
service points which achieves the minimum r* is called an optimal solution. 
Sometimes we also call r* the optimal solution without ambiguity. The tailored m- 
partition problem, quite similar to the m-center problem, is to determine whether 
there exist service points cl, c2, . . . , cm for m given positive real numbers 
rI,r2, . . ..r., such that Ujyz, D(cj, rJ) = P. In this paper, we consider the problems 
for m=2. 
The m-center problem is one of the most important location problems. There are 
many papers which consider the m-center problem on planar demand point sets 
under I,-distance. In particular, the problems under Euclidean distance 
(&distance) and rectilinear distance (II-distance) have attracted much attention. 
Since the rectilinear distance is equivalent to the I,-distance in the 2-dimensional 
space under a linear transformation [3], the rectilinear m-center problem is 
equivalent to the m-center problem under I--distance in the 2-dimensional case. It 
has been proven that the m-center problems under Euclidean distance and rectilinear 
distance, where m is arbitrary, are NP-complete [10,14]. Some cases are known 
when m is fixed. In [3], an O(n 2m- ’ log n) time algorithm was proposed for the 
weighted Euclidean m-center problem, where rn2 3. For general mr3, an 
O(rF2 log n) time algorithm for the rectilinear m-center problem is known [8]. In 
[12], linear time algorithms were proposed for the unweighted Euclidean l-center 
problem and the weighted rectilinear l-center problem. For the weighted Euclidean 
l-center problem, there is an O(n log2 n) algorithm [l l-131. There is a linear time 
algorithm for the unweighted rectilinear 2-center problem [4]. The weighted rec- 
tilinear 2-center and 3-center problems already have O(n log n) time algorithms [7]. 
In [2], an O(n3) algorithm was proposed for the weighted Euclidean 2-center prob- 
lem. For the unweighted Euclidean and rectilinear tailored 2-partition problems, 
O(n log n) algorithms were proposed in [6]. 
In this paper, we will present an O(d 2. n + d 2 log* d) time algorithm for the d- 
dimensional weighted 2-center problem under /,-distance. The algorithm improves 
the previous O(n log n) result in the 2-dimensional case. Furthermore, an 
O(2d. d. n) algorithm for the d-dimensional weighted tailored 2-partition problem 
under [,-distance is given. This result improves the O(n log n) algorithm for the 
2-dimensional unweighted case in [6]. 
In the following, we will give some basic lemmas and an 0(2d. da n) algorithm 
for the weighted tailored 2-partition problem in Section 2, an O(n) algorithm for 
the l-dimensional weighted 2-center problem and an O(n) algorithm for the 
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2-dimensional case in Section 3; then, with the linear time algorithm 
2-dimensional case, we design an O(d’. n + d2. log* d) algorithm for 
dimensional case in Section 4. In Section 5, we give concluding remarks. 
for the 
the d- 
2. Basic lemmas and the algorithm for the tailored 2-partition problem 
In this section, we introduce special service points and some basic properties used 
in our algorithms. Then, we present an algorithm for the tailored 2-partition 
problem. 
Let p’ = (pi’ , . . . ,p’“) denote the projection of p to the irth, . . . , and i,th coor- 
dinates. Let P’= (p;,p;, . . . . p:}, where pi is with weight wi respectively, be called 
the i,, i,, . . . , i, version of P. By the definition of [,-distance, for any points c and 
p we have l,(p,c)~l,(p’,c’). By this simple observation, Lemma 1 follows. 
Lemma 1. Zf P = Uj”= 1 D(cj, r), then P’= U,?!, D(c;, r). 
To introduce the special service points for the demand point set P, we define the 
following functions of weighted distance r (see Fig. 1): 
py + r/W: c3) I I I II I I I 
r-l + 
py + rlwi 
P1 
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G(r) 
I 
+ 
+ %I (r) 
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cY(r) 
py - r/wi 
Fig. 1. Illustration of special service points. 
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C~(r)=ITliIl{p~+T/Wij lliln}, k=l,2,...,d, 
c;(r)=max{&r/wiI lsisn}, k=l,2,...,d, 
where the indices s and I are the abbreviations of “small” and “large”, respectively. 
A demand point pi satisfying p,k + r/wj = c,k(r) (satisfying pk - r/y = c:(r) respec- 
tively) is called a small (large respectively) extreme demandpoint in the kth direction 
with respect to r. The function c:(r) (c:(r) respectively) indicates the position of the 
largest (smallest respectively) coordinate to service the small (large respectively) ex- 
treme demand point with respect to r in the kth direction within r. Since pf + r/wi 
is an increasing function of r for all i= 1 , . . . , n, c,k(r) is an increasing function for 
k=l , . . . ,d. Similarly, c:(r) is a decreasing function for k= 1, . . . , d. In the 
2-dimensional case, we use c(r) and c:(r), where e is s or I, to denote c:(r) and 
c,‘(r), respectively. 
With the functions c:(r) and c:(r), k = 1 , . . . , d, we define the special service point 
C e,e2...e,,(r) by c,,,,...,(r)=(C~,(r),~~(r),...,C~~(r)), where q is s or 1, i=L...,d. An 
illustration of functions c:(r), c:(r) and special service points in the 2-dimensional 
case is shown in Fig. 1. 
A sequence of “s” and “I” is called a side index. For simplicity of notation, we 
denote a side index by E. The special service points cE(r) for arbitrary side index 
E and real number r are the service points considered in our algorithms for both the 
2-center problem and the tailored 2-partition problem. The dual side index of 
E=e,e2... ed is the side index B = &, &. . . i?d, where @;=s if e;=l and @;=I if ei=s. 
The special service points cE(r) and cE(r) are dual service points to each other. 
G(r) = {c&% c&)1 is a special solution considered for the weighted 2-center 
problem. 
The following lemmas state properties of functions c:(r), c:(r) and special ser- 
vice points. 
Lemma 2. (a) Let q 5 c,k(r) be a number. For all demandpointsp,, if Wi. lp: - q1 I r, 
then wi. Ipf - c,k(r)l I r. (b) Let q> c:(r) be a number. For all demand points pi, if 
wi. Ip6-ql <r, then wi. Ip$-c:(r)1 Ir. 
Proof. Statements (a) and (b) are similar. We will prove statement (a) only (see 
Fig. 2). If pflct(r), then by definition of c:(r), wie Ip:- c,k(r)I sr. If pb>ct(r), 
then Wi* lpf - c,k(r)1 = Wi. (p: - c:(r)) I wi. (p: - q) I r. Thus, the statement is pro- 
ven. 0 
Lemma 3. If D(c,,r) U D(c2,r) = P, then there is a side index E such that the 
special service points c&r) and cp(r) satisfy D(c,, r) c D(cE(r), r) and D(c2, r) c 
D(cg(r), r). 
PrOOf. Let Cj 7 (Cj, Cj’, . . . , ~7): j = 1,2. Consider the side index E = e,, . . . , ed, where 
ej is s if C{I cj and is I if c{> c{. By Lemma 1, c/ and ci service all the demand 
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Fig. 2. 
points within r in the jth direction. With the choice of ej, c/ services the small 
(large respectively) extreme demand point with respect to r in the jth direction 
within r if ej is s (if ej is 1 respectively). Hence, c{<ci(r) if ej is s and C{Z C;(T) 
if fj is 1. For all p;eD(c,, r), since wi. ip/- c{ 1 <r, by Lemma 2, we have wi. 
Ip[-c$r)i5r for all j=l,..., d. Thus, for all PiED(cI,r), w;* 1,(piy C&T)) = 
Wi*IIlaXj {Ip{-cL(r)/}5r. Thus, D(c,, r) c D(c,&), r). The proof of D(c2, r) c 
D(c&),r) is similar. 0 
Lemma 4. If r-5 r’, D(cE(r), r) c D(cE(r’), r’). 
Proof. Let E be e, . . . ed. Since rI r’, we have d,,(r)~c~,(r’) if ei =s and C:,(T)? 
cL,(r’) if e; = 1. For all Pj E D(cE(r), r), since Wj. 1~: - ci, (r) 1 5 t-5 r’, by Lemma 2, 
Wj’ IpJ-Cd,(r’)I IT’ for all i= 1 , . . . , d. Hence, Wj’ /,(pj, cE(r’))Ir’ and then 
pjED(cE(r’), r’). 0 
For simplicity of notation, we denote the set D(c&r),r) by DE(r) in the follow- 
ing. By Lemma 3, we have the following two corollaries for the weighted rectilinear 
2-center problem and the tailored 2-partition problem. 
Corollary 5. Let r* be the 2-radius of P. A number r is greater than or equal to r* 
if and only if there is a side index E such that DE(r) U DE(r) = P. 
Corollary 6. For numbers r, and r2, where r, rr,, if there exist service points cl 
and c2 such that D(c,, rl) U D(c2, r2) = P, then there exists a side index E such that 
D(cE(rl), rl) U D(c2, r2) = P. 
Proof. Since D(cl, rl> U D(c,, rz) = P and rl L r,, D(c,, rl) U D(c,, rl) = P. By 
Lemma 3, there exists a side index E such that D(cE(r,), rl) a D(c,,r,). Thus, 
D(cE(r1),rI)UD(c2,r2)=P. 0 
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By Corollary 5, there is an optimal solution for the weighted 2-center problem on 
P, referred to as the special optimal solution, consisting of c&r*) and cE(r*) for 
some side index E. The special optimal solution is the optimal solution to be found 
by our algorithm. 
By Corollary 6, for a weighted tailored 2-partition problem on P with numbers 
rl 2 r,, if the answer is yes, we may have a solution with cE(rl), for some side index 
E, as one of the two service points. Exploiting Corollary 6, we have the following 
algorithm to solve the weighted tailored 2-partition problem. The algorithm ex- 
haustively checks all the side indices. For each side index E, the algorithm removes 
from P the demand points serviced by cE(rl) within rl and checks whether all the 
remaining demand points can be serviced within r2 by a service point. If there exists 
any side index E such that the l-radius of P\D,(r,) is less than or equal to r,, the 
answer is “yes”; otherwise, the answer is “no”. For each side index E, it takes 
O(d. n) time to remove demand points in D&r,) and compute the l-radius of 
P\D,(r,). Thus, the complexity of the algorithm is 0(2d. da n). 
3. Algorithms for the l-dimensional and 2-dimensional 2-center problems 
In this section, we present the algorithm for the l-dimensional weighted 2-center 
problem first and then the algorithm for the 2-dimensional case. The algorithms 
employ the prune and search technique [12]. In each iteration of our algorithm, a 
pruning process of O(n) time is applied to remove a fixed ratio of the demand points 
without affecting the optimal solution. After O(log n) iterations the size of the de- 
mand point set is less than a constant and the problem can be solved in constant 
time. The total time complexity is then O(n). In the following, we describe the 
pruning processes. 
In the l-dimensional case, our pruning process is based on the following fact 
about the special optimal solution c,(r*) and c,(r*). By definition of c,(r*) and 
c[(r*), thesets Ps={pi)pj<cs(r*)and w;.(c,(r*)-pi)=r*} and Pr={pjIpj>c,(r*) 
and Wj’ (pj- c,(r*)) =r*} are both nonempty. Since r* is the optimal solution, the 
set P,={pkIc,(r*)<pk<cI(r*), min{&‘(p,-c&*)), wk’(c[(r*)-pk)}=r*} is 
also nonempty. It is easy to verify that any subset of the demand point set P which 
contains some demand points in P,, some in P, and some in Pm is of 2-radius r*, 
and its special optimal solution is still c,(r*) and c,(r*). 
Now let us describe the algorithm for the l-dimensional case. First, determine the 
median of the demand points, and denote it by q. Consider the partition induced 
by q and denote partition sets {pi 1 pi I q} and -{pi I pi > q} by S, and SI, respective- 
ly. Compute the l-radii of S, and S, and denote them by r, and r,, respectively. If 
rs=r,, then r*=r,, and we terminate. If rs<rl, then r,sr* and r/zr*. Since for 
any demand point pi in S,, pilq(c,(r,)lc,(r*), S, contains no demand points in 
P,. In case of r,> r,, similarly, S, contains no demand points in P,. In either case, 
we may apply a pruning process to &, when rs< rl or S,, when rs> r,, such that the 
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resulting demand point set has the same 2-radius as the original one; furthermore, 
the special optimal solution is still the same. The pruning process we will apply is 
similar to that in [12] for the weighted l-center problem on tree networks with some 
differences. In both cases, the pruning processes are similar. In the following, we 
present the pruning process for the case of r,<r!, only, namely, S, is the part to 
apply the pruning process. In this case, all the demand points in S, can be serviced 
by c,(T*) within r*. 
Let us describe our pruning process. Two main operations in the pruning process 
are: 
(a) Side determination: Given a point q*= c,(r), determine whether q*<c,(r*), 
namely, r < r*. 
(b) Discard: Given two demand points pi and Pj of S, on the same side of c,(r*), 
discard one of pi and pj such that the optimal solution is not affected. 
The operation side determination can be implemented by calculating the max- 
imum, denoted by r, of weighted distances between q* and all the demand points 
pi< q*, and checking that if c,(r) and cl(r) can service all the demand points within 
r. Since, by definition of r, q* = c,(r), if c,(r) and c!(r) do service all the demand 
points within r, it means q*= c,(r)? c,(r*); otherwise, q*<c,(r*). 
The operation discard can be implemented by determining whether wi. 
Ip;-c,(r*)/ > Wj’ lpi-cs(r*)I or not. In case Of W;’ IPi-cs(r*)l> Wj’ lpj-c,(r*)l, 
sincep; andpi are in S,, Wj’ lpj-cs(r*)I <w;* Ipi-c,(r*)l <r*. Thus, Pj is not in P,, 
Pr or P,,, and can be discarded without affecting the optimal solution. Similarly, in 
the case of Wi’ Ipi - c,(r*)l < Wj * IPj - c,(r*)/ , pi can be discarded. Consider the case 
of Wi* lpi-cs(r*)l =Wj* Ipj-cs(r*)I. If Wi’ Ip;-c,(r*)l =r*, pi andpj are both in P, 
or both in P,,,. If Wi’ ipi-cs(r*)l <r*, they are not in P, or Pm. In both cases, dis- 
carding any one of them, P, and Pm are still nonempty. It follows that in the case 
Of Wi’ lpl-cs(r*)l = Wj’ IPj-cs(r*)/, we may discard one of them without affecting 
the optimal solution. Though r* is not known, the inequality can still be determined. 
Consider the case Of pi<pjl c,(r*). The other cases can be implemented similarly. 
In this case, pi and Pj are not demand points in Pm or in P,. By solving the equation 
Wi’ lpi-q] =Wj’ lpj_qI for 4, there is a unique qu, PjsqGIm, such that 
Wi* jp,-ql 2 Wj’ lpj-q1 for all Pjsq<qg. We may determine whether cs(r*)sqij 
by side determination. If cs(r*)sqij, we have w,. Ipi-c,(r*)l> Wj’ Ipi-c,(r*)I, and 
Pj can be discarded; otherwise, pi can be discarded without affecting the optimal 
solution. 
In our pruning process, first, we find the median of S,, denoted by qm. Then, we 
determine whether qm < cs(r*) or not by operation side determination. The pruning 
processes for both cases are similar. Thus, let us consider the case of qmscs(r*) 
only. We group all the demand points of coordinates less than or equal to qm into 
disjoint pairs (pi,,Pj,), . . . , (Pi,,Pj,), 
Wj~’ Ip,,-q,/, for k=l,..., 
which are ordered such that WB. Ipi, - qm j 2 
s. One demand point may be left if the number of de- 
mand points is odd. For each pair (pi,,pj,), we determine qi,j, as in operation 
discard. Having determined qi,j,, k = 1, . . . ,s, we find their median, and denote it 
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as q. Again, we check whether q<c,(r*) or not by operation side determination. If 
q<c,(r*), for all the pairs with qikjk~q<cS(r*), pi, can be discarded without af- 
fecting the optimal solution. If q>c,(r*), similarly, for all the pairs with 
qikjkZqIcS(r*), Pjk can be discarded. Since there are at least [n/8] pairs and half 
of them have a demand point to be discarded, approximately l/16 of the demand 
points can be discarded. Thus, we reduce the problem to one with size 15n/16. We 
may recursively apply this process to solve the l-dimensional weighted 2-center 
problem. Let T(n) be the time complexity of the algorithm with input size IZ. In the 
pruning process, it takes in total O(n) time to determine medians [l], to compute 
l-radii of S, and S, [12], and to compute the qij. Thus, T(n)< T(15~~/16)+O(n)= 
O(n). 
Now, let us consider the 2-dimensional case. By Lemma 5, the special optimal 
solution can be of two types. One consists of special service points with side indices 
ss and II; the other consists of special service points with side indices sl and Is. We 
may find the optimal solution among each type of special solutions and take the 
minimal one of the optimal solutions of these two types as the optimal solution. 
Thus, in the following, without loss of generality, we present the algorithm to find 
the optimal solution among special solutions consisting of special service points with 
side indices sl and Is. 
To solve the weighted rectilinear 2-center problem on P, the first step of our 
algorithm is to solve the weighted 2-center problem on Px, the x-version of P, and 
P y, the y-version of P. Let r, and r,, be the 2-radii of Px and P y, respectively, and 
rXv be the maximum of r, and rY. By Lemma 1, r*z rXy . Thus, if special service 
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Fig. 3. A conceptual depiction of R, and R,,. 
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points c,,(l_,), c,&~,,) can service all the demand points within rX., then it follows 
that r* = rXY, and we are finished. Hence, in the following, we consider the case of 
r*> rXv only. 
With the value rXr, consider four sets Di = {pi E P 1 Wi. Ipy - c,“(r,,) 1 I rXY}, where 
v =x and y and e = s and 1. See Fig. 3 for a conceptual depiction of sets D,“, Dt, 0,’ 
and Dp. The set 0,” (0; respectively) consists of demand points serviced by c,,(rXY) 
(by cls(rXY) respectively) within rXY in the x-direction. The set 0,’ (0: respectively) 
consists of demand points serviced by c,JrX,,) (by c,,(rXY) respectively) within r.uv in 
the y-direction. Thus, D,“fl Df = D,,(r,,) and D,Xfl D,‘= D,,(r,,). Let R, be 
P\(DpUD;)=(D,“UD,Y)\(DiyUD;) and R,, be P\(D,XUD,Y)=(DyUDjr)\ 
(D,“U 0,‘). See Fig. 3 for a conceptual depiction of R, and R,,. Since r*> rX,,, the 
union of R, and R,, is not empty. The demand points in R, (R,, respectively) can 
be serviced within rXY by cls(rXY) in the y-direction (in the x-direction respectively) 
and by c,,(rXY) in the x-direction (in the y-direction respectively), but cannot be ser- 
viced within rX,, by c,JrXY) in the x-direction (in the y-direction respectively) or by 
c,,(rXY) in the y-direction (in the x-direction respectively). 
Let rss be the minimum number such that all the demand points in R,, are ser- 
viced within r,, by c,Jrss) in the x-direction or by c,,(rss) in the y-direction. By Lem- 
ma 4, all the demand points in R, are serviced by c,s(rss) and c,,(rss) within r,,. 
Similarly, let r,, be the minimum number such that all the demand points in R,, are 
serviced within r,, by c,Jr,,) in the y-direction or by c,,(r,,) in the x-direction and 
then all the demand points in R,, are serviced by c,Jr,,) and c,,(r,,) within r,l. Let r** 
be the maximum of r,, and r,,. Since all the demand points can be serviced within 
r** by c,Jr**) and c,,(r**), it follows that r **>r*. On the contrary, since r* is the 
optimal solution, c,Jr*) and c,,(r*) have to service R, and R,, within r*. Thus, 
r*?r**. It follows that to find the optimal solution r* is equivalent to finding r,, 
and ril, respectively, and taking their maximum. 
The algorithms to determine r,, and r,, are similar. Let us assume R,, is not empty 
and show the algorithm to determine r,, only. 
Lemma 7. Zf D,,(rXY) U D,,(r,,) + P, then <(r*) I ciy(r*) and c/‘(r*) 2 cj’(r*>. 
Proof. If cf(r*)>cjy(r*), there is an r such that r,,<r< r* and cf(r) = C;(r). Thus, 
c,,(r) (cls(r) respectively) can service all the demand points within r in the x- 
direction by itself. Since rrr,,, {c,,(r), c,,(r)} services all the demand points within 
r. This contradicts r* being the 2-radius of P. The proof of cf(r*)zcy(r*) is 
similar. 0 
Corollary 8. (a) The small extreme demand points in the x-direction with respect 
to r, where r,,lrlr*, are in 0,“. (b) The small extreme demand points in the y- 
direction with respect to r, where rXv I r 5 r*, are in 0,‘. 
Proof. We will prove statement (a) only. If the statement is not true, there is a de- 
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mand point p;~Llf such that wi* (4(r) -pT) = r. Since piED:, Wi* l~$(r,,) -prl ‘rx,,. 
Thus, g(r) 2 c$‘(l;;y). But by Lemma 7, c(r) I <(r*) I cjy(r*) < c$(r,,). This is a con- 
tradiction. 0 
To determine r,/, consider the pseudo-2-center problem with input D,“, 0,’ and 
RN defined as follows. Given a line L of slope 1, R,, is partitioned into two subsets. 
One is the set of demand points above line L, denoted as R,,, and the other is that 
below the line L, denoted as R,,,. To such a line L, we consider two sets TL,a= 
R,,. U 0,” and T,, b = R,,b U 0,’ and the maximum of the l-radii of (T,,;)“, the x- 
version of TL,a and (TL,J “, the y-version of TL,b. The problem is to find a line L 
of slope 1 such that the maximum of the l-radii of (T,,,)x and (TL,Jy is minimized. 
For the pseudo-2-center problem, denote the minimized maximum by ri. 
We claim that ri =r,,. Let L,, be the locus of points q satisfying the equation 
q-- cf(r,,) = qy - cf(r,,). L,, is a line of slope 1. Since r,,s r*, by Lemma 7, <(r,,) 5 
cf(r,,) and c/‘(r,,)zc,Y(r,,). Thus, c,,(r,,) and c,Jr,,) are on different sides of LI, (see 
Fig. 4). Hence, for any demand point in RL,,,a, its distance to c,,(r,,) in y-direction 
is longer than its distance to c,,(r,,) in x-direction. Therefore, by definition of r,,, 
we conclude that demand points in RL,,+ can be serviced by c,,(r,,) within r,, in the 
x-direction and demand points in RL,,,b can be serviced by c,Jr,,) within r,, in the y- 
direction. In other words, cf(r,,) and cy(r,,) can service all demand points of 
(TL,,,JX and (TV,,,& respectively, within r,, . Thus, by definition of rl , rl I r,, . On 
the other hand, since rl sr*, by Corollary 8, we have min{pT+r,/wj 1 pi~D,XU RI,} = 
min{p~+r,/WJpjEP}=<(rl). S imilarly, we have min {pi’ + r,/Wi / pi E D,‘U RI,} = 
c,‘(r,). Thus, we conclude that all demand points of R,, can be serviced within r, by 
c,,(r,) in the x-direction or cls(rl) in the y-direction. It follows that rl 2 r,,. 
As in the l-dimensional case, consider sets T,, = {pi E 0,” U RN 1 pT< c)f(r,,), 
Wi’ 1 pT-<(ru)I =ru>, Ty,s= (P~ED~URN I pf~c,Y(r,i), Wi* I~f-c,Y(rn)l =r,,l, and 
T,={piED,XURNIp~2~(r,,)I), Wi* ip:-clf(rrr)I =rl,> U {P;ED,YURII Ipiy2q”(r~~), 
Wi’ lpf - cf(r!,)l = r,,}. By definition of r,, , none of these three sets is empty. In 
fact, by Corollary 8, TX,, is contained in 0,” and Ty,S is contained in 0,‘. Since 
r/l > rXy9 T, is contained in R,!. Consider the pseudo-2-center problem on subsets 
Fig. 4. 
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Dx, Dy and R of D,“, 0,’ and R,,, respectively. It is easy to verify that if Dx, Dy and 
R contain some points in T,,, T,,, and T,, respectively, then the optimal solution 
of the pseudo-2-center problem on DX, Dy and R is still r/[. 
The algorithm for the pseudo-2-center problem is similar to that for the 
l-dimensional 2-center problem. First, we compute m, the median of the (pT--p/‘) 
where pi E R,, . Let L be the line satisfying 4” - q y = m. Since m is the median, half 
of the demand points of R,, are in R,,. and the other half in R,,,. Next, we com- 
pute the l-radii r, and rb of ( TL,a)X and (T’, b) ‘, IXSpeCtiVdy. If r, = rb, we have that 
r, = r,, and we are finished. In the case of ra> rb, we have that r,r rb and thus, for 
any demand point p; E TL,b, Wi* Ip,? - cz(r,,)I I r,. Since r,,> rXy, for any pi E 
0,” c T,,,, wi * IPT - $(rl,) I 5 r/t. Thus, as in the l-dimensional case, we may apply a 
pruning process to TL, b according to the y-coordinate and 0,” C T,, a according to 
the x-coordinate without affecting the optimal solution of the pseudo-2-center prob- 
lem. The only difference between the pruning processes of the pseudo-2-center prob- 
lem and the l-dimensional 2-center problem is the operation side determination. 
Here, for a given r, it is implemented by checking whether all demand points in R,, 
can be serviced within r by c,[(r) in the x-direction or by c,Jr) in the y-direction. 
Similarly, in the case of ra< rb, we may apply a pruning process to TL,a according 
to the x-coordinate and 0,’ C T,,, according to the y-coordinate. 
Let the cardinalities of D,“, 0,’ and R, be n,, nY and nil, respectively. The size of 
the pseudo-2-center problem is n, + ny + n,, . After applying the pruning process, the 
size of the problem becomes 7n,/8 + 7n,/8 + 7nN/16 I 7(n, + ny + n,,)/8. Since the 
pruning process takes O(n,+ ny + n,[) time, recursively applying the pruning pro- 
cess, and solving the problem when problem size is reduced to less than a given con- 
stant, we get an O(n, + ny + nr,) algorithm to determine r,, . Since n, + ny + n,, I 2n, 
it is a linear time algorithm. 
4. The algorithm for the d-dimensional weighted 2-center problem 
In this section, we will present an algorithm for the d-dimensional weighted 
2-center problem, which is based upon the algorithm for the 2-dimensional case. 
Let us first consider P’j = {(pi,pl) 1 k = 1,2, . . . , n}, the i-j version of P, which is 
the projection of P to the ith and jth coordinates. Let ry (r! respectively) be the 
optimal solution among the special solutions consisting of special service points with 
side indices ss and N (.sf and Is respectively) for P’j. For a type of special solution 
with side index E = e, e2.. . ed , a type of special solution with side index E”=e,ej on 
the i-j version of P for all (i) versions is induced. Let rj be the optimal solution 
of P” among the special solutions with side index E’j. If ei=ej, ri is ry; otherwise 
rii is rij 
E _. 
Lemma 9. The optimal solution among special solutions with side index E is the 
maximum of rg, 1~ i < j I d. 
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Proof. Let r’ be the optimal solution and T” be the maximum of ri, 1 I i< js d. By 
Lemma 1, r’2 r”. To prove that ~‘5 T”, it suffices to show that DE(Y) U DIE = P. 
For any pi E P, let l,(pi, c&r”)) = Ipf - ck (r”) 1 and l,(pi, cp(r”)) = ipf - @r”)l. If 
k#t, w;.r,(p;,C,(r~))=w;.min{~p~-~~~(r~)l, lpf-C~,(Tn)~}ItfIr”. In the 
case of k = t, we can also conclude that w;. I,(p;, C,#‘))IT”. Thus, D,&“) U 
DE@“) = P. 0 
By Lemma 9, a straightforward algorithm is for each of the 2d-1 types of special 
solutions, find the optimal solution, and then take the minimum among 2d-’ op- 
timal solutions as the 2-radius of P. But it takes O(d*. n) time to compute ry and 
,‘j, for all 1 I i<j< n and takes 0(2d-1. d*) time to compute the maximum of ri, 
15 i< jld for all side indices E. In total, the straightforward algorithm takes 
O(d*. n+2d-1. d*) time. In the following, we design an algorithm which takes 
O(d*.n+d*.log*d) time, which reduces the factor 2d-1=d2 into d*.log*d. 
The relationship between a side index E of P and the side indices E” of P” for 
1 I i < j 5 d, can be represented by a complete graph of d vertices with edges labeled 
with +l or -1. We denote the complete graph by &, and its vertices by 
vt,u*, . . . . ud. An edge labeling, B of Kd, is a mapping B from the edge set of Kd to 
labels + 1 and - 1. The edge label on (V;, Vj) of B is denoted by Bti. Let 17(B, S) 
denote the product of B;j where (V;, vj) is in edge set S and Sl@S2 denotes the sym- 
metric difference of edge sets Si and S2. Then I7(B, S1 OS,) = Z7(B, S,) - Z7(B, S,). 
An edge labelling is called coherent if the product of edge labels on any cycle is + 1. 
We will see later that a side index of P induces a coherent labeling and vice versa. 
Lemma 10. A coherent edge labeling is uniquely determined by the labels on any 
spanning tree. 
Proof. Let T be any spanning tree with labels on the tree edges. Let e be any edge 
not in T. Let C, denote the unique cycle in T-t e. To make the labeling coherent, 
the label on e is forced to be the product of edge labels on C,\e. Thus, the labeling 
is unique. Let B be the resulting edge labeling. Next, we prove the labeling is 
coherent. Since {C, 1 ee T> is a basis of the cycle space of Kd, any cycle C is equal 
to C,,@...@C,,, for some ei, . . . . ek not in T, Thus, I7(B, C) =17(B, C,,@...@C,,) = 
I7(B, C,,)...Z7(B, C,,) = +l and the proof is complete. 0 
ForasideindexE=ele2...ed, first we label vertex vi with ei for i = 1, . . . , d. Then, 
we label the edge (V;, Vi) by +l if e;=ej and -1 if ei#ej for all 1 I i<jld. The dual 
side index ,?? also induces the same edge labeling. With such an edge labeling, for 
a path u;,V;l..* uik, it is easy to verify that the product of edge labels in the path is 
+l if e;, =eik and -1 if e;, fe;,. In particular, the product of edge labels in any 
cycle is + 1. Thus, the edge labeling induced by a side index is then coherent. On 
the other hand, given a coherent edge labeling B, we may define a side index E with 
ei = s, ei = s if B,; = + 1 and ei = I if B,; = - 1. Since the edge labeling induced by E 
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coincides with the labeling B on the spanning tree with edges (ui, ui), i = 2, . . . , d, by 
Lemma 10, they are the same. 
For edge (ui, uj), where 1 I i<jld, associate edge label +l with cost r$! and edge 
label -1 with cost r!. For a coherent labeling B, we define its cost, denoted by 
cost(B), to be max {r$,, ) 1 I i < j 5 d > . In this formulation, by the correspondence 
between side indices and coherent labelings, the problem to find a side index E such 
that max{t$ 1 1 I i<jsd} is minimized is equivalent to finding a minimum cost 
coherent labeling of Kd. 
Let rij be the maximum of ry and ry for 1 <i< jld. To find the minimum cost 
coherent labeling, we consider graph Kd with cost rij on edge (Ui, uj) for 1 ~i<jrd 
and find the maximum spanning tree of Kd. Let the maximum spanning tree be T. 
For any edge (ui, uj) in T, we label it with -1 if rO=r$! and label it with + 1 other- 
wise. By Lemma 10, the above labeling on Tuniquely determines a coherent labeling 
denoted by B. We claim that it is a minimum cost coherent labeling. 
Let A4 be any minimum cost coherent labeling. Let cost(B) be riih. Then 
r& = cost(B) L cost(M) 1 rgk,. If rit+, = r’&, , cost(M) r rifh = cost(B), and thus B is 
a minimum cost coherent labeling. Now, consider the case of rfA>r&,. In this 
case B,, #IMMkh and rkh = rkh Bkh. By the construction of the labeling B, (uk, uh) is not 
an edge of the maximum spanning tree T. Let C,,,,,,, be the unique cycle of 
T+ (uk, uh). Since T is a maximum spanning tree, all the edges in Cco,,U,) have costs 
greater than or equal to rkh. Since Bkh f&&h and both B and A4 are coherent, there 
must exist an edge (ui, uj) of T in C~Dk,o,j 
struction of B r” 5t-O - rij 
\(uk, uh) such that Bij#Mu. By the COIl- 
’ 4, Mt, - ’ Thus, cost(M) 2 r-f,, = rijz rkh = rgA = cost(B). Thus, 
we also conclude that B is a minimum cost coherent labeling. 
Computing rf and r’j, 15 i<jl d, takes O(d2. n) time. We may use any efficient 
algorithm to construct a maximum spanning tree. The best known algorithm is of 
time complexity O(m log* n), where m is the number of edges and n is the number 
of vertices of the graph [5]. Since Kd is a complete graph, it takes O(d”log*d) 
time to construct a maximum spanning tree. Having the maximum spanning tree, 
constructing the coherent labeling B and computing cost(B) takes 0(d2) time. The 
side index corresponding to B can be found in O(d) time. Thus, the total time com- 
plexity of our algorithm is O(d 2. II + d2 log* d). 
5. Concluding remarks 
We have presented an O(d2 - n + d2 log* d) time algorithm for the weighted 
2-center problem and an 0(2d. d. n) algorithm for the weighted tailored a-partition 
problem under I,-distance in d-dimensional space. In the 2-dimensional case, since 
the /,-distance is equivalent to the rectilinear distance, we then solve both the 
problems under rectilinear distance in O(n) time. But, for the higher dimensional 
space, these two distances are different. It is still an open problem to solve efficient- 
ly the problems under rectilinear distance in higher dimensional spaces. 
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